FRENCH  POLITICAL  THOUGHT
Phalange, They were to consist of about 1600 people, single
and married, with a slight preponderance of males. With such
a number, and in spite of the fact that each will be entirely
free to choose his own job, tastes will be so varied that every
necessary piece of work will find someone anxious to do it.
Most people would in fact put in short hard spells at several
kinds of work. Authority is reduced to a minimum; property
in things of common enjoyment is held in common by the
phalanx, all trade is done by the community as a whole, both
within and without its borders; there are of course no idlers
or parasites.1
The point on which Fourier insists again and again—and
which endeared him to stern moralists like Renouvier in spite
of his licentiousness2—is that the right order cannot be in-
stalled through force or be based on coercion. What is wrong
with things as they are now is that they sacrifice the individual
and deny him his adequate rights. "Whatever is based on
coercion is fragile and shows an absence of true genius/*3
Hence his hatred for politics: what is called democracy is an
illusion : what really happens is a perpetual sharing of spoils
by bands of schemers who invariably sacrifice true believers
in freedom, as happened in 1794. "What he loathed above
all," says one of his biographers,4 " was to be taken either for
a Republican or for a moral philosopher/' The sovereignty of
the people, " of a breadless, clothesless sovereign in a country
bursting with wealth," was a sorry jest, while revolutionaries
of the Lamennais species, " with their mystical vote-catching
1	Fourier had a peculiar detestation of social and economic parasites. He
enumerates them:  they are, three-quarters of women and children, as at
present either wasting their time or engaged in futile domestic duties; foot-
men, soldiers, tax-gatherers, retailers, those employed in manufacturing useless
articles and in unnecessary transport, gamblers, prostitutes, highwaymen and
a few odd categories—plus all Jews ([/#/// universeile, L, p. 167).
2	"Faisant appel a la liberte seule pour rdaliser le plan divin, Fourier se
separe, a son grand avantage moral, de tous ces predicateurs d'autorite ancienne
ou nouvelle, royale ou sociale, thdocratique ou communiste, qui ne se pro-
posent jamais que de prendre les hommes pour instruments de leurs desseins
ou comparses de leur theories" (Critique philosophique, 1873, i., p. 35).
8 Quoted by Gide.
4 Pellarin, quoted by Louvancour, op. tit., p. 67.
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